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Knowledge about God

The Diary of a Hand The Diary of a Hand 
HandpickedHandpicked

Told by the Hand of the Holy Prophet (s) Told by the Hand of the 
Holy Prophet (s) 

Sold in 3 languages!

This book consists of sixteen stories from the life of the 
Holy Prophet of Islam (PBUH) as narrated by his blessed 
hand. This book not only introduces children to the 
virtuous morals of God’s Messenger(PBUH)  but also 
helps them sense his warm presence within their own 
lives. In fact, by the end of this book, readers may feel as if 
they are holding the blessed hand of the Prophet (PBUH) 
in between their own.

 z Author: Ghulam Reza Haydari Abhari

 z Translator: Ali Aqib Jaffry

 z Subject: Book of story for childs. Book of story for 
childs. Book of story for childs. Book of story for childs.

 z Size: 150×200 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 120

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: 7- 12 Years
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Knowledge about God

The golden egg The golden egg 
 

Sold in 3 languages!

It’s a short story about two friends who get into an 
argument because one of them was trying to take  
advantage of the other. 
It is a good moral story about not to take advantage of 
others and neither to allow others to take advantage of 
you.

 z Author: Ali Reza Sobhani Nasab

 z Subject: Book of story for childs.

 z Size: 175×245 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 32

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: 7- 12 Years
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Knowledge about God

7070 messages from the  messages from the 
Messenger (s.a)  Messenger (s.a)  

 

Sold in 3 languages!

It’s a very good idea to show young children that Rasool 
Allah (s.a) is there to guide them, to talk to them and to 
show his love to them. It comprises of 70 short stories 
related to ahadith from the Prophet (s.a).

 z Author: Ghulam Reza Haydari Abhari

 z Subject: Book of story for childs.

 z Size: 150×220 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 152

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: 7- 12 Years
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Knowledge about God

Knowing God through Knowing God through 
the Quran for Children  the Quran for Children  

Answers to 40 questions of children and teenagers about God

Sold in 3 languages!

The book “Knowing God through the Quran for Children” 
addresses 40 questions that children may have about 
God. It is written with a focus on younger audiences, 
with each question answered using an Ayah from the 
Holy Quran. The book maintains the integrity of Islamic 
theological teachings without sacrificing scientific 
accuracy for simpler language and idioms. With over 
300,000 copies published in Persian, and translations 
available in multiple languages, it has been well-received 
by families worldwide.

 z Author: Ghulam Reza Haydari Abhari

 z Subject: Book of story for childs.

 z Size: 17.5*24 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 128

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: 7- 12 Years
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Knowledge about God

Excuse Me God! Excuse Me God! 
 

Sold in 3 languages!

 z Author: Ghulam Reza Haydari Abhari

 z Translator : Aqib Jaffry

 z Subject: Book of story for childs.

 z Size: 11.5*22 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 264

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: 7- 12 Years
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Knowledge about God

God’s Drawings book God’s Drawings book 
series series 

Sold in 2 languages!

The series “God’s Drawings” is another work of Hujjatul 
Islam, Ghulam Reza Haydari Abhari, written to introduce 
children with the blessings of Allah. This series has five 
books, titled:

1. I, too, drew some fruits, but ...

2. I, too, drew some plants, but...

3. I, too, drew some heavenly bodies, but...  

4. I, too, drew some places, but ...

5. I, too, drew some animals, but ...

 z Author: Ghulam Reza Haydari Abhari

 z  Translator: Ali Aqib Jaffry

 z Subject: introduce children with the blessings of Allah

 z Size: 20*20 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 12

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: +3
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Knowledge about God

God and His Storeis God and His Storeis 
book series book series 

Sold in 3 languages!

Without a doubt storytelling is the most effective way of conveying religious 
concepts and messages to children. It is in the format and framework of such 
an art that the writer of fables can effectively convey such messages to their 
readers. “God and His Stories” has utilized this concept to teach unity to children. 
This book consists of 30 stories. The introduction of each story covers a subject 
about God and thus the story is about the same subject, too. In these 30 stories 
three issues are discussed: the proof of God’s existence, God’s qualities (the 
attributes of God) and living in compliance with God’s law. The author, who is 
an expert in Islamic Studies and a specialist in child and young adults’ literature, 
is teaching the concepts and principles of unity in the form of stories in this 
collection of books in simplified and eloquent texts. Spectacular illustration by a 
famous artist contribute to better familiarize
 the children to the intended concepts . While reading this collection of books 
children 
learn concepts such as signs of God’s existence , a way of proving the existence 
of God, and the value of
getting acquainted with God . Hence they will strengthen their faith in God 
consciously. The books are singly offered in paperback version, however the 
hardcover is offered only in a set. The set contains 6 volumes each, with 5 stories 
in each volume. 

 z Author: Ghulam Reza Haydari Abhari

 z Translator: Mohsen Reza Heydari

 z Subject: Book of story for childs.

 z Size: 20*20 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 12

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: +8
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Knowledge about God

Gifts from God Gifts from God 
Why does God Almighty not fulfill some of our prayers?

Sold in 3 languages!

It is important for children to discover the world around 
them. It increases their curiosity and knowledge and helps 
them develop a positive relationship with the environment. 
Most importantly, it helps them discover the wonders of 
creation. This discovery strengthens their innate faith in 
God, the Creator of everything!

The series “Gifts from God” does not only unveil some 
of those wonders, but does it in a way that helps them 
develop an Islamic outlook and increase their love for 
God. The current series is a translation of one of the many 
works of Heidary Abhari who has written numerous books 
introducing God to children.

 z Author: Ghulam Reza Haydari Abhari

 z Translator: Ali Aqib Jaffry and Ayman

 z Subject: Book of story for childs.

 z Size: 20*20 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 12

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: +7
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Knowledge about God

Gifts from God Gifts from God 
Why does God Almighty not fulfill some of our prayers?

Sold in 3 languages!

It is important for children to discover the world around 
them. It increases their curiosity and knowledge and helps 
them develop a positive relationship with the environment. 
Most importantly, it helps them discover the wonders of 
creation. This discovery strengthens their innate faith in 
God, the Creator of everything!

The series “Gifts from God” does not only unveil some 
of those wonders, but does it in a way that helps them 
develop an Islamic outlook and increase their love for 
God. The current series is a translation of one of the many 
works of Heidary Abhari who has written numerous books 
introducing God to children.

 z Author: Ghulam Reza Haydari Abhari

 z Translator: Ali Aqib Jaffry and Ayman

 z Subject: Book of story for childs.

 z Size: 20*20 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 72

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: +7
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Knowledge about God

Ten Wishes!Ten Wishes!
Sold in 3 languages!

This is a question often asked by children of all age 
groups. It is important to answer it because the correct 
answer will strengthen the relationship between the child 
and God Almighty. This story of Ten Wishes,  encapsules 
the purpose of this book, which is to answer the question 
in concrete terms so that whoever reads it, young or old, 
will clearly understand why some of our prayers are not 
fulfilled.

The author of this book is Hujjatul Islam Hayderi Abhari, 
who has written many books, introducing God to children 
and is an expert in the field of theology.

The very vivid, comic and satiric illustrations have been 
created by Agha Sam Salmasi, to effectively engage and 
impress the mind of a child.

 z Author: Ghulam Reza Haydari Abhari

 z Translator: Iffat Shah

 z Subject: Book of story for childs.

 z Size: 20*20 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 12

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: +7
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Knowledge about God

I Love the Ahlul I Love the Ahlul 
Bayt (AS) Book seriesBayt (AS) Book series

Sold in 10 languages!

“I Love The Ahl ul Bayt (AS)” is a collection of 14 books, 
written according to one of the most effective methods 
of introducing religious personalities. In this method, the 
focus is not only on the historic facts of the lives of these 
personalities, but also on their spiritual status, lifestyle, 
thoughts, ideas and their quotes, keeping the level of the 
young readers in mind. The Holy Qur’an also uses this 
method to introduce prophets and divine personalities.

This collection is authored by H.I Ghulam Reza Haydari 
Abhari. The idea of this collection is based upon his 
studies of the Qur’an and other religions. 

It has been translated into Persian, Arabic, Turkish, 
Azerbaijani, English, German, French, Spanish, and 
Portugese. 

 z Author: Ghulam Reza Haydari Abhari

 z Translator: Asiyeh Homa

 z Subject: Book of story for childs.

 z Size: 17*24 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 24

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: +7
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Knowledge about God

The Diary of SatanThe Diary of Satan
Sold in 3 languages!

 z  Author: Ghulam Reza Haydari Abhari

 z Translator: Agha Ali Reza

 z Subject: Book of story for childs.

 z Size: 17*24 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 120

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: +8
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Knowledge about God

One Hadith One StoryOne Hadith One Story
70 Narrations from ahl ul bayt (AS)

Sold in 3 languages!

Our Masumeen (as) are shining stars, constantly making 
our lives brighter.
They have left us an ocean of wisdom and knowledge, 
filled with pearls we know as Ahadith.
We have gathered 5 delightful pearls from each Masum, 
along with short stories to help you understand. We hope 
that you enjoy learning from them, and that you enjoy 
walking along the shores of the ocean of knowledge.

 z  Author: Seyyed Mohammad  Mohajerani 

 z Translator: Agha Ali Reza

 z Subject: Book of story for childs.

 z Size: 17*24 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 143

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: +8



 z  Author: Ghulam Reza Haydari Abhari

 z Translator: Agha Ali Reza

 z Subject: Book of story for childs.

 z Size: 17*24 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 120

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: +4
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Knowledge about God

Phrases Loved by AllahPhrases Loved by Allah
Sold in 3 languages!

Teaching Islamic etiquette and manners to a Muslim child plays a significant role 
in religious uprising and pedagogy. 
Consideration of listening and speaking etiquette is important in the Islamic 
traditions and ethics. This book teaches 11 frequently -used valuable phrases to 
the children. 
It helps them learn the relevant situations in which the phrases should be used. 
Furthermore, the writer strives to urge the children to use these simplified 
phrases in their routine lives and daily 
conversations. In addition, t here is an interesting colorful 
illustration for each sentence and for each relevant situation. 
Gholamreza Heydari Abhari (1969 / Iran) Gholamreza Hey dari Abhari, born 
in 1969, is one of the diligent Iranian authors who have been writing stories 
for children and youngsters for years. He has written over 50 interesting titles, 
published by some prestigious Iranian publishers. Most of his works have been 
re-printed as they have been well-received by their readers. One of his books 
titled “Children’s Quranic Theology” has so far gone into the 30th edition. Some 
of his works, in addition to frequent domestic reprints, are translated into several 
languages including English, Arabic, Urdu, German and Indonesian. Having been 
applauded in various literary festivals and events Hey dari and his works have 
received some literary awards in Iran. An expert in religious matters, Gholamreza 
Heydari utilizes his story-writing and fiction-writing talent in narrating tales to be 
read by children and juveniles. While creating fiction stories containing elements 
and fictional characters of interest to kids, especially including characters such 
as animals, Heydari attempts to convey religious and moral teachings and faith 
in God to them and attempts to develop and strengthen them in children. He 
is currently cooperating with some well-known Iranian publishers of children’s 
books, as an expert of children and young adults’ literature. 
Furthermore, Heydari cooperated with the Iranian Ministry of Education in 
publishing their schoolbooks. 
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Knowledge about God

Wordless book sereisWordless book sereis

 Wordless books are using the latest educational 
techniques to tickle the imagination of children and train 
them to express their creative potential to create a story 
of their own by looking at visually presented captivating 
incidents on paper. This teaches and trains them to 
exercise their creative imagination and transform these 
silent books into fascinating stories through dialogue 
inserted by each child into every silent picture.

1. “The Playful Squirrel” exposes the consequences of 
laziness and lack of physical activity caused by excessive 
addiction to digital games.

2. “I Am Very Angry” displays the outcome of not 
controlling ones anger and jealousy towards others, 
simultaneously presenting the beauty of forgiveness.

3. “The Eventful Party” aims at showing the ugly and 
chaotic effects of disorganization.

 z Illustration: Hamid Kargari

 z Subject: Book of story for childs.

 z Size: 24*17 cm

 z No. of Sheets: 32

 z Price: _ $

 z Age: +2
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Knowledge about God

Wordless book sereisWordless book sereis

 Wordless books are using the latest educational 
techniques to tickle the imagination of children and train 
them to express their creative potential to create a story 
of their own by looking at visually presented captivating 
incidents on paper. This teaches and trains them to 
exercise their creative imagination and transform these 
silent books into fascinating stories through dialogue 
inserted by each child into every silent picture.

4. “The Picnic That Went Wrong” shows the result of 
misbehavior caused by disobeying parents and indulging 
in mischievous activities.

5. “The Kind Bear” arouses a sense of sympathy in kids 
and they internalize it, because they themselves fill in the 
words for each picture

6.  “A Noisy City” teaches the civil manners of those living 
in big cities and seeks to develop a sense of responsibility 
in order to maintain its socio-cultural life.

7. “A Caring Friend” exposes the harmful effects of social 
media in an interesting and engaging manner to the 
children.


